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How to Write an Article Called
“Dating While Bi at Harvard”

By MEGAN SIMS

Thoughts on an involved process.

M

aterialize. As you’ve now been
noticed, your powers of invisibility
have been rendered temporarily
inactive. On the bright side, being visible
will make the clicking noise your keyboard
is making much less alarming to those
around you.
Begin gathering all of your thoughts,
which have up until this point been
inevitably floating in and out of your
stream of consciousness fairly continuously
for several years. Realize that all of your
thoughts have been said before, or just
that you’ve read too many articles about
multisexuality.
Become determined to write something
new, innovative, daring, and creative.
Become immediately stressed when trying
to think of something new, innovative,
daring, and creative. Desire a drink.
Try to figure out what the Indy has
said about bisexuality in the past. Find
last year’s article “Dissecting Biphobia:
Myths and Facts,” which puts forward the
argument that “gender-normative bisexual
people” are inherently privileged over
other queer people, and therefore have it
easy. Immediately set off on an all caps fit
of rage. Realize that as a femme bisexual
woman, your anger does not perfectly align
with your assigned gender role and is
therefore rendered invalid.
Check your phone to see you have a
notification from JSwipe about the super
bowl, for some reason. Consider tindering for
academic purposes, obviously. Think about
how you felt compelled to take bisexuality
off your tinder bio because people don’t
want to date bi women and it seems like
the only people who do are couples looking
for a third. Quickly abandon the idea.
Immediately feel that somehow you are
sucking up all of the crippling self-doubt
and anxiety emanating from Lamont and
incorporating it into the very fabric of your
being. Feel bitter that no one is thanking
you for these moments of relief.
Try to get back on track. Begin thinking
very deep® and important® thoughts
The Harvard Independent • 02.11.16

about the perpetual biphobia both among
straight people and within the LGBTQ+
community.
Think
about
Harvard’s
LGBTQ+ community. Think about the
incestuous nature of Harvard’s LGBTQ+
community. Wonder what the hell happened
to the Queer Resource Center (seriously, if
anyone has any clue please let me know.
They had great couches).
Inevitably begin thinking about all the
people you’re disappointing. Think about
your mother, who keeps telling people you
don’t label yourself, whom you keep having
to tell that you are in fact a very labeled,
very aggressive bisexual. Think about your
Texas born and raised father, who seems
fine with you being kinda gay but is very
perturbed by the idea of you becoming goth.
Think about cute tumblr lesbians who will
barely talk to bisexual women.
Think about just writing another piece
breaking down harmful myths about
bisexuality, because no one seems to have
figured it out yet. Grow bitter that you
feel you inevitably have to take this tired
approach instead of telling the stories you
want to tell about kissing cute girls at
peer counselor parties (validate and relate

indeed), about making new friends and
realizing that collectively, you’re a walking
gay stereotype, about going to a party and
talking to two people of different genders
and wondering which is going to try to
hook up with you, about your high school
boyfriend who joked about watching you
make out with your best friend, about the
fact that you’re still confronting you’re own
internalized biphobia that inevitably stems
from an accidental viewing of Tila Tequila’s
A Shot at Love at age 12.
Realize that dating in college, especially
dating at Harvard, is confusing, messy, and
often fruitless, and being bisexual doesn’t
change that, for better or worse. As you
recede back into the mist of bi-invisibility,
remind the world that even if they can’t
keep all the myths about your sexuality
straight, bi and large, treating us with
respect is enough (if that doesn’t sound too
greedy).
Megan Sims ’18 (megansims@college.
harvard.edu) prefers an extra Bi byline.
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Sophomore Slump and
on fall
Getting Dumped A spring term reflection
term blues.
By HUNTER RICHARDS

M

y sophomore slump can be characterized by getting my heart broken
multiple times: usually on Thursday nights before my CS50 p-sets were due,
occasionally when I missed a deadline for
an internship I would have loved, and once
or twice by a Junior living in Kirkland.
The last one was the real kicker and somehow hurt a lot more than when my TF advised me to switch final
paper topics in the last
round of edits. On the
bright side, I can now
give ample advice on
how to look cute while
having your ass handed to you, and that is a
highly valued but underappreciated skill!
Sophomore Slump is
one of the most challenging
experiences
that college students
(specifically Harvard ones) are told to expect. Not only do your classes step up their
game out of nowhere but you are also suddenly thrown into House Life and expected to have your future figured out by now.
It starts to feel like you aren’t allowed to
have real world problems at home or with
friends. Essentially, anything that isn’t related to the courses you take that semester
start to feel like unnecessary distractions.
A lot happened to me during my sophomore fall, all of which made dating a mess:
I came out as bisexual, a friend I grew up
with passed away, my mom moved from the
house I grew up in, and I struggled to mentor high school students who were applying to colleges when I was the epitome of a
broke, stressed-out college student. While
there may have been more convenient
times for me to experience my first adult
heartbreak, I’m still glad it happened.
When I first talked to Kirkland, it was
the beginning of sophomore fall before
classes really sucker punched me. I was
still excited about being single and not being tied down, but he was an engineer and

probably the weirdest guy I have ever liked.
On our first date, I was 15 minutes late to
meet him because I had struggled with
the consequences of really liking someone
for so long that I missed the shuttle. Even
though he was about to leave since he assumed I stood him up, it turned out to be
one of the most fun and sweet dates I have
been on. We went on a few more dates in

lectures, office hours, and review sessions,
time is not aplenty. I only saw Kirkland on
weekends or after getting utterly wrecked
by midterms. I personally enjoyed having
time to myself but knew I could talk to him
whenever I wanted and looked forward
to when I saw him. Sadly, communication
eventually disintegrated into the chaotic
struggle that was my schedule. It has become a running
joke amongst my
friends that I only
date boys with
communication issues, and Harvard
has been perfect
for finding them.
Dating someone who goes to
Harvard in general is difficult;
everyone is busy
and everyone is
sure they are somehow busier than the
next person. When I tell people I’m an engineer, I’m met with their sympathy over
how packed my schedule will be and the
intensity of my classes. Now, try dating an
engineer who continually tries explaining
how difficult it is to be an engineer to you.
I can even admit that I considered sending
Kirkland a Doodle poll to see when I could
explain why things weren’t really working
out. The strain of never seeing someone
while talking decreases as well was a real
problem. I’ll also admit that I might have
purposely planned dates when it was convenient for me to meet after office hours.
Of course I wanted to be cute and watch
the Blood Moon eclipse, but it also just happened to conveniently begin to rise right
when I planned to leave the Math Question
Center.
Dating in college sounds fun when you
think about having someone to confide in
and who is always excited to buy you food.
It is however, important to invest in friendships first and foremost.
continued on pg. 7

“It makes sense that we gravitate towards people
we’ll see more often or whose paths cross ours
naturally. That sounds great until someone you’ve
made out with sits a row in front of you in half
the classes you shop, in which case it goes from
convenient to irritating really fast.”
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the next week but when midterms hit, I
realized how unrealistic it was for me to
think I had any room in my schedule for
another time commitment.
As Harvard students, we believe busier is
better. It makes sense that we gravitate towards people we’ll see more often or whose
paths cross ours naturally. That sounds
great until someone you’ve made out with
sits a row in front of you in half the classes
you shop, in which case it goes from convenient to irritating really fast. Granted,
the first time that I was interested in Kirkland I had zero classes or events with him.
Then I found out taking more mechanical
engineering classes relieves me of ever suffering through Organic Chemistry, which
is still far worse than running into Kirkland MWF at 10 am (plus sections and office hours multiple hours a week). Sharing
a 14-hour-a-week course load with someone
you spent a fraction of that time with while
seeing him last semester…is a lot.
While I joke that my tryst with the boy in
Kirkland was a long-distance relationship
ordeal, in many ways it truly felt so. When
you plan your life around dining hall hours,

The Harvard Independent • 02.11.16
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Comp a Feel

Classic Harvard date ideas for you and your Valentine!
By HUNTER RICHARDS

H

arvard students may be nerds who
overcommit to clubs and have psets
for days, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t section for love during your
four years here. If you’re looking for some
date ideas perfect for even the busiest
Harvard students (even though it’s not a
competition -- really guys, have some chill),
look no further. I got your back like the
section kid who keeps talking and helps
cover up the fact that you didn’t do any of
the reading (probably because this article
is more important). Listen up especially if
you’re in a long-distance deal with bae (i.e.
one of you lives at the river and the other
one is in the quad).

DHALL DATE

For when you really want to treat bae
to dinner but you’re both broke college
students and you only have an hour in
between meetings. Choose a table away
from those depressing nerds working on
a pset (because the dining hall should be
respected as a sanctuary during dining
hours). If you’re still trying to score points
(and especially if you’re trying to score), fill
out bae’s grill order to prove how well you
know the person. And of course, chivalrously
carry it to the table. Bonus: forget spending
money on chocolates -- just steal a handful
of candy from the bowl by the card swipe
and avert your eyes from the judgmental
glares of the HUDS staff.

LAMONT DATE

You both know there is an essay due
by noon tomorrow and your pset needs to
be turned in by 9 am (which translates to
you turning it in at 5 am when you finish
it before you crash and sleep through
lecture). This does not mean romance is
dead, though! Swing by LamCaf and use
what remains of your precious Board Plus
reserves to treat bae to some much-needed
caffeine. While staying up all night with
bae definitely could be better, a perk to
working together in the library is getting
The Harvard Independent • 02.11.16

to make quick study breaks to the stacks
(because it’ll probably only be 5-15 minutes
and it’s much more exciting than that
Nietzche reading).

comes in handy for when things start to get
boring or die down, and it’s great to gauge
bae’s current status by the reaction to an
unsettling poem artfully illustrating the
woes of being sexually attracted to a palm
tree.

THAT PLAY YOUR
BLOCKMATE IS DIRECTING PRIMAL SCREAM
AND WON’T LET YOU MISS
Nothing says romance
You have to go or your friend is literally
never going to let you live it down. Unless
you are prepared for: “Hey, can you pass me
the salt? Of course, only if you’re not too
busy since you obviously were last week
when you didn’t come to my show,” it is
probably best you show up with someone.
It is also a great chance to finally introduce
bae to your friends. The belatedness of
the introduction, though unfortunate, is
understandable given the rarity of free
time between lectures, section, meetings,
and grueling treks back and forth to the
river and quad.

STUDY BREAKS

You saw that your entry-way was having
an ice cream party for the next study break
and you know how bae gets after midterms.
It only makes sense to take advantage of
free food and the convenience of being in
the common room across from your suite.
You save money, time, and energy, of which
most Harvard students are in short supply.
Plus, your tutors are pretty great and it
might be nice if they got a chance to meet
the student who has been sneaking around
the building at strange hours.

A FRIEND’S OPEN MIC

At the all too innocent mention of free
food, your ears perked up the brain juices
started flowing. The group booked a pretty
great venue so why not take advantage
of someone doing all the hard work of
planning? Make sure to wave to your
friend immediately upon arrival, just like
how you got to class early to sign in so
you could easily skip out. Having a date

like getting
undressed with bae (and hundreds of your
classmates) to run through campus naked
before finals. Just kidding! Nothing says, “I
think we should see other people” quite like
literally seeing hundreds of other naked
people.

THE QUAD/RIVER

If the quad is home, the fear of missing
the shuttle and being forced to make the
long, cold, and solitary amble back home
may undermine any desire to leave. Make
the effort to open up the TransLoc app and
catch the shuttle with bae to either of your
home turfs. As quadlings, trips to the river
are some of the most enriching cultural
exposures available to us at Harvard.
However, upon the realization that there
are more bugs than singles in the river
houses, escape is within reach. For those
who live on the river, going to the quad
for bae really proves the depth of one’s
affection through the sacrifice of warmth,
time, and dry socks. In addition, the trip
may serve as a much needed escape from
the hustle and bustle of civilization. See,
long distance relationships don’t have to
cost much after all.
Whether you finish your comp and have
a happy relationship, or you realized the
comp requirements were insane and you’re
begging to finally get taken off the mailing
list, don’t rule out romance.
Hunter Richards ’19 (hrichards@college.
harvard.edu) applauds those who will go
above and beyond this Valentine’s Day.

harvardindependent.com
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Build a Bae

What house is your soulmate in?

By HUNTER RICHARDS

H

ave you been searching for bae on
math will have devolved by the time I
campus? Are you starting to think
have to take it.
you’ll never find one? Are you willing
d)AI because I’m not really sure what it
to do anything to avoid starting that paper
even is yet.
for your GenEd? Well, I have great news
for you! The Indy Presents: “Build a Bae,” 6. Have you taken CS50?
the (subjectively) most reliable guide to
a) I escaped the cult of Malan.
discovering what house your one true bae
b) Loved it!!! RICK ROLLING IS MY
got sorted into.
FAVORITE.
c) The things I’ll do for a free t-shirt…
d) I’d rather transfer to Yale.

Questions:

1. Favorite HUDS dish?
a) tomatobasilravioli
b) Food is food. I’m always hungry.
c) Gross, who eats HUDS?
d) Fruit water.

7. What did you dress up as for Halloween?
a) I Googled quick costumes Halloween
morning.
b) My friends and I coordinated
costumes a month in advance.
c) Same costume as last year, and all
five years before that.
d) I went for a pun but nobody got it.

2. What’s the earliest class you’ll take?
a) As if I go to lecture.
b) Afternoon classes are clutch.
c) 9 am but I’ve been up for hours.
8. How many study breaks for your
d)People have a choice in classes? entryway do you go to?
#engineerlife
a) If there’s free food, I’m there.
b) All of them – love my tutors!
3. How did you feel about the homework
c) Too busy.
last night?
d) The email got lost in my inbox because
a) Pretty good, I worked on it for hours.
my life is a mess.
b) I skipped the last few...several...most
lectures so it was a struggle
9. P-Set or Writing classes?
c) We had homework?!
a) Writing, because numbers are out to
d) Meh. It will be fine.
get me.
b) P-Sets, because numbers never fail
4. What’s your concentration?
me.
a) I sold my soul to the SEAS department.
c) I’m going to suffer in either so bring
b) NEXT QUESTION
it on.
c) Lost in a sea of social studies/gov/
d)I refuse to be put in simply one
econ majors.
category.
d) One of the concentrations only
referred to by acronym but nobody
knows what it stands for.
5. Which Gen Ed are you putting off for as
long as possible?
a) SPU because the physical universe
gives me a headache.
b) Culture and Belief because I’d rather
be uncultured than do all that reading.
c) Empirical Reasoning because I’m sure
6
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Houses
Mostly a)
Leverett/Mather/Dunster:
Enjoy
those newly renovated rooms or maybe
feel super uncomfortable walking
through the apocolypse-esque concrete
jungle to find your bae. Fun fact:
There’s apparently a Mather shuttle,
too. Even more fun fact: It’s just as
unreliable as the Quad shuttle, yet
gets none of the stigma.
Mostly b)
The Quad: Good news is your one true
bae has a single. Bad news is that the
shuttle is probably running late and
you are never going to take advantage
of it. The quad community is pretty
close-knit, and bae also probably
refuses to leave the quad all that often
(which is understandable given the
comforts of a spacious single).
Mostly c)
Eliot/Kirkland/Winthrop:
Our
advice is to go the whole nine yards!
Which is accomplished, of course, by
the sweeping off of the feet. A few
examples would be to gallantly rescue
the house resident from asbestos or
elitism as speedy as possible. Then
again, who knows whether you will
end up with the attention deprived,
the gaudy, or the quirky of the three…
Mostly d)
Adams/Quincy/Lowell:
Jackpot!
Good news for those prone to napping
because bae’s room is close enough
to the yard for a whole-hearted
investment in this endeavor. The tricky
part isn’t finding your one true bae
so much as finding said bae in those
crowded dhalls. It will prove more
difficult getting into their dining hall
than it’ll be to get into their hearts (or
pants, you do you).

The Harvard Independent • 02.11.16
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Netflix and Literally Chill

How to warm up this icy V-Day.
By DAKOTA SANTANA-GRACE

Dear All,
A few years ago I wrote to you about the
Pumpkin Spiced Latté. I explained basicness and also explained the history behind
this seasonal beverage. Today, I write to
you, as Mia’s father did in Princess Diaries,
about how to confront dilemmas…in the
midst of a cold and freezing Valentine’s day.
Currently, the weather report suggests
that it will be as cold as -3 degrees and as
warm as 13 degrees. At one point, you may
think about trekking up to the quad (or
down to the river) to spark up a romantic
date. Some of you may be less ambitious,
and may just plan on walking a few blocks.
Some of you may be considering walking
one block. Some of you may just want to
walk to your dining halls.
All of these options (the options that
involved you walking outdoors) are bad
options. Close your bedroom door. Close the
windows. Open your laptop. And make sure
you stockpiled food before Sunday arrives.
Type in the letter “n” on your preferred
browser (please download Chrome if you’re
using Safari or Explorer—this will improve
your life). If you’re a normal human,
“Netflix” should be auto-filled in the URL
bar almost immediately. Hit enter. You’ve
made it to your destination. You have
arrived. You will be entertained.
But now you are overwhelmed. You are
surrounded by so much mediocrity. How will
you decide what to watch? This is where I
come in. I understand how important your
Netflix efficiency is to you—so I have spent
the time to suggest a few gems.
The Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
For those of you who feel trapped by
your thesis. This is the show for you. This
comedy details the story of a young woman
who moves to New York City after spending
many years locked away in a bunker. For
those of you writing theses, this should
remind you that there is hope. And that
you will be free. And that when you do
The Harvard Independent • 02.11.16

emerge from your thesis cave, the world
will be different. (Also—Tina Fey is the
These shows should definitely keep you
producer…)
diverse viewers entertained and warm
this Valentine’s Day! Good luck and good
Jane the Virgin
hunting!
For those of you who feel trapped
by the lack of mainstream telenovelas.
Free yourselves from the stereotypical Dakota Santana-Grace’16 (dsantanagrace@
melodramas (see Grey’s Anatomy) and college.harvard.edu) is currently pondering
embark on a journey with Jane. JTV strikes why caution signs are yellow.
a balance of being true to the telenovela
style while also making fun of itself and
the exaggerations that are inherent to the
style. This kind of self-aware comic style
makes the show binge-able—an important
trait for a cold Sunday Netflix-cation.
Friends—For those of you who are just continued from pg. 4
late to the party.
Those friends are the ones who ate a lot
Grey’s Anatomy
of Domino’s pizza and took more shots than
For those of you who need an excuse to needed to fill the Back Bay with me when
forget your problems and enter the world things with Kirkland fell through. The
of Shondaland. This show will take you people who help you get through that difthrough ups and downs and eminently ficult time in your life are the ones you can
binge-watchable. With eleven seasons and count on for anything. I learned that even
endless drama, this show will take you someone who seemed to value and underfrom crisis to crisis. It does not hurt that stand me might not be one of those people.
the doctors are all incredibly pretty. (Also, Harvard has a diverse student body, and
a healthy dose of Shonda is good for the we all learn from one another. It’s not likesoul).
ly that everyone will be able to empathize
with your experiences and it takes us time
Parks and Recreation
to learn how to do so.
For those of you who need to laugh. Skip
I understand that a trying semester at
Season 1. After the first season of this Harvard is nowhere near the end of the
hysterical comedy concluded, the writers world. I also understand that reaching the
and producers decided they had to step up goals of padded resumes and success in extheir game. The ensemble cast, led by Amy tracurriculars often comes at the expense
Poehler, will make you laugh nonstop.
of more human commitments. Even so, this
Valentine’s Day, I will be appreciating the
Grace and Frankie
things I learned fall term and appreciating
For those of you who wonder what life the people who taught me those lessons. I
would be like if you married someone who hope my peers have the chance to do the
was incapable of being into you physically. same.
Jane Fonda and Lily Tomlin (Miss Frizzle)
play two frienemies who find out that their Hunter Richards ’18 (hrichards@college.
husbands are in love with each other. The harvard.edu) would like to note that if they
two women could not be more different. can’t handle you during your sophomore
But they are unfortunately forced to share slump, they don’t deserve your highlight
a house.
reel.
harvardindependent.com
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Late-Night Lovin’

Which nocturnal nom-spot can fulfill your needs?

By SHAQUILLA HARRIGAN

V

alentine’s Day can be a giant let
down for people. Your Tinder (Grindr,
Bumble, OKCupid, DataMatch etc.)
prospects might be incredibly grim and
filled with lots of pictures of dudes with
fish. You attempt to plan a ‘Galentine’s
Day’ with your close friends, but they tell
you they’ve already made plans with bae
or fake bae (don’t tell them bae is fake
until after Sunday, though). That cutie
from section didn’t get your subtle (and
occasionally not so subtle) attempts at
flirting and didn’t send you a candygram
or flowers from the BRYE flower sale.
However, you can salvage your defunct
Valentine’s Day! You can go and eat your
woes away with one of Harvard Square’s
late-night eating establishments (this
article was not sponsored by the Harvard
Square Business Association). Take this
quiz and find out which one is the key to
your inner gastronome.

Questions:

4) You only have 5 minutes to grab
something for lunch between classes. What
do you purchase from the Greenhouse
Café?
a. Chicken Swarma Wrap
b. Falafel Plate
c. Pizza
d. Chicken Tenders & Fries
5)Which Beyoncé song currently describes
your mood?
a. XO
b. Formation
c. Countdown
d. Pretty Hurts
6) Which Kardashian most embodies your
love life?
a. Kim
b. Rob
c. Khloé
d. Kylie

7)What kind of trash can are you?
a. Compost
1)Roses are red; violets are blue, being
b. Regular trash
alone on Valentine’s Day…
c. Single Stream Recycling
d. Consumer Electronic Recycling Bin
a. Means more time with my thesis bae
b. Means I’m not subscribing to social 8)What Starbucks drink are you?
constructs with a bae
a. Coffee—black, no sugar, no room.
c. Means there are 364 more days to find
b. 25 syllable Frappuccino
bae
c. 15 syllable latté
d. Crying Emoji because where’s bae?
d. None. Peet’s.
2)What’s your go to bottle of Yellowtail?
a. Sangria
b. Shiraz
c. Pinot Noir
d. None—Boxed Franzia
3)What’s your go to beer?
a. Harpoon IPA
b. I don’t drink beer, only cider
c. Corona
d. PBR (AKA—I don’t drink real beer)

8
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Results:
Mostly A’s
Falafel House: If you got mostly A’s,
you are a person, who probably get’s
mostly A’s, and that’s why you, you
hidden gem, get the hidden gem of
Harvard Square: Falafel House.
Mostly B’s:
Quincy Grille: If you got mostly B’s,
you are a person who thinks outside of
the box. Quincy Grille technically is in
Harvard Square and those mozz sticks
can’t be beat. You also can use your
Board Plus here.
Mostly C’s:
Tasty Burger: If you’re mostly C’s,
you are a person who doesn’t give up.
Whether it’s trying to find that last
minute someone or is trying to order
the 50/50, you are willing to wait for
the good things in life.
Mostly D’s:
The Kong: If you got mostly D’s, you
are someone who has given up before
the quiz even started. Being alone
on Valentine’s Day isn’t the end of
the world. However, a scorpion bowl
from the Kong can be the end of your
memories.

The Harvard Independent • 02.11.16
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Coding Connections

This year’s Datamatch strives to bring a smile, new friends, and
free food to Harvard students.

By CAROLINE C CRONIN

Y

ear in and year out, February consistently presents a poor showing
in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Winter break bliss has rapidly evaporated and shopping week never seems
to allow for that much shopping. These
days are filled with frozen-toed embarkments between classes, the occasional
frustrating spring weather tease, and
a sobering lack of comfort food in the
dining halls. At this point, when spring
break seems light years away, there are
a few bright lights of hope on the bleak
horizon. Among these are included the
celebratory hours of Valentine’s Day,
President’s Day, and Leap Day. February 29th does not come often, so cherish it we will. President’s Day, however,
is an old friend who provides relief and
precious time when we need it most
dearly. And finally, Valentine’s Day is
filled with hope, great shows of affection, and an alarming amount of the
color pink. The strange hope I write of
comes in the form of Zinnekin’s, Pinkberry, El Jefe’s, Clover and newfound
love. Tis true, tis true – in its 22nd year,
Harvard’s beloved Datamatch brings
new partnerships and new code.
This year, 2016 (also known as The
Year of The Monkey), Datamatch leader
Raynor Kuang ’17, who began his work
with the Harvard Computing Society
and Datamatch last year – writing almost all of last year’s questions – has
a specific vision for Datamatch. After
improving the website and producing
miles of code, he hopes students this
year will both have fun with the survey
and realize that the algorithm is real.
No random matching, no joke. The survey questions and answers were written by the writers of Satire V to provide
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ample entertainment during a well-deserved study break. However, the creators of Datamatch consulted not only
their historical data but also the mind
of psychology professor Steven Pinker.
Therefore, one’s matches have real potential. That does not mean that anyone should regret filling out the survey
at your blockmate’s weekly wine-night,
nor during a problem set-induced vegetable state. Rather, it means that love
is in the air (and it smells like waffles)!
Two decades ago, in a galaxy far,
far away, Harvard students answered
Datamatch questions that seem to us
21st Century residents, “pretty dated”.
The questions referenced “stores that
don’t exist any more or professors that
have left”. And though Kuang as been
unable to “find any hard copies of results from 1994”, he has had the interesting opportunity to speak with people who began a relationship through
Datamatch. Kuang says that students
and alumni alike have contacted him in
the hopes of learning the secret recipe
to Datamatch’s and their relationship’s
success. Kuang and his team, however,
will keep this mystery a Harvard secret it seems, for years to come. It does
beg the question, how do the comical
questioning and psychological data
combine to create supposed matches?
Regardless, Kuang believes “the important thing is dispelling this notion that
it is completely random.” Students, of
course, are not told to take it very seriously, but encouraged to appreciate
the team’s work with an emphasis on
“current psychological research on affection”. Students have the chance to
do just that before the survey closes at
midnight, Valentine’s Day.

In all, the team that brought us
Datamatch worked tirelessly to do so.
At each step of the process, whether it
was reaching out to the humor publications, coding for days, or working with
local businesses to bring Harvard student’s their hearts’ desires (no, not a
killer internship, but free food). HCS
President Harnek Gulati and Sam Oh
of the HCS Board, specifically, expanded the rewarding options of reaching
out to one’s matched by adding more
local businesses to the partnership.
February may be filled with the tension that follows quiet desperation and
boisterous radiators, but Valentine’s
Day does not have to be. It is traditionally the day in which people stop to appreciate the ones they love. At Harvard,
we might at least stop to enjoy ourselves, take a chance on a Datamatch
result, and go for waffles!
Caroline Cronin ’18 (ccronin01@college.harvard.edu) wishes you all a happy Valentine’s Day!
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Robin eats the Pudding

How the Ivy League dropout and famous actor Joseph GordonLevitt stripped, face burst balloons and won Harvard over.

By ADITYA AGRAWAL

I

t is not everyday that an actor of renown
sucks a cow’s teats on stage. Even less
often does the same actor publicly strip
down to his skivvies.
But these are just glimpses of what went
down this past Saturday evening at the
Hasty Pudding Theatricals’ annual Man of
the Year roast in Farkas Hall. Prominent
actor and filmmaker Joseph Gordon-Levitt
was in attendance as the Pudding’s 2016
Man of the Year.
The Pudding’s Man of the Year is a nearly
50-year-old tradition, stretching back to
1967 when actor Bob Hope became the first
recipient of the distinction.
The Hasty Pudding Theatricals, an oncampus theatrical group comprised entirely
of cross-dressing male undergraduates,
planned and participated in the roast that
was open to the general public by ticket. A
roast is an event where a person of honor is
subjected to good-natured ridicule.
The roast, hosted by Kennedy Edmonds
‘17 and Lily Yarbrough ‘17, started with
well meaning jibes targeted at Levitt and
increasingly descending into a series of
‘challenges’ that the actor had to undertake.
While one such challenge called on Levitt
seducing a supposed Russian porn star,
another required him to don the Robin
costume over his immaculate tuxedo.
The climax of the evening came when
Levitt spontaneously leapt off the stage into
the meandering aisles of Farkas Hall, and
ran amok amongst a crowd of electrified
fans - at one point, even letting himself
fall only to be caught by the worshipping
crowds.
The series of challenges concluded with
Levitt singing about the ten things he
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hated about himself. The actor, as everyone
soon found out, is not the worst of singers.
As a reward for having overcome the
daunting gauntlet thrown at him, Levitt
was presented the Pudding Pot, a uniquely
Hasty Pudding way of honoring its honorees.
The roast was followed by a press
conference, where Levitt broached a range
of topics from fatherhood to cinematic
pornography. Levitt, whose 2013 movie Don
Jon explored the issue of porn addiction,
said that experimentation was the entire
point of film. He also spoke at length of
the need to follow one’s own passions - he
himself dropped out of Columbia after
getting disillusioned with the straitjacketed
finance and consulting career paths taken
on by his diversely talented classmates.
However, the
actor
clearly
felt
uncomfortable addressing the issue of
alleged racism at the Oscars. He seemed to
entirely evade the question, saying that it
was all a part of a larger national problem
that deserved closer inspection.
The roast was a prelude to the Hasty
Pudding
Theatrical’s
168th
annual
production, That 70’s Show. The show will
open to the general public on Tuesday,
February 6th and will run Tuesdays through
Sundays from February 6th to March 6th
at Farkas Hall, in addition to touring New
York City and Bermuda.
Aditya Agrawal ’17 (adityaagrawal@college.harvard.edu) looks forward to Mr.
Levitt’s future works.
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Violins and Valentines

A quick sampler of some of what the late romantic classical
pantheon has to offer on Valentine’s Day.
By ANDREW LIN

S

o it’s another early spring season, and
with the usual return-to-psets-andreadings antics of a spring semester
at Harvard comes the inevitable scramble
for classes, summer recommendation letters, and Valentine’s Day plans. For all our
readers in established or potentially soonto-be-established relationships, however,
we at the Indy want to remind you of one
essential facet of any successful Valentine’s
Day: appropriate mood music. Of course,
there are the usual selections from the last
fifty or so years of the modern pop-music
tradition to choose from, and notionally it is
naturally your and your SO’s tastes which
should dictate the listening choice on this
most special of days. But we at the Indy
believe that Valentine’s Day is as much a
holiday for trying new things as anything
else, and broadening your horizons to the
world of the late romantic Western classical tradition is a nice low-risk sort of risk to
take on this most culturally significant of
romantic holidays. And on this front, we at
the Indy do indeed have your back, regardless of your relationship status: whether
you need the perfect rarefied backdrop to
a pleasant night in with your significant
other or just feel like inflicting one more
reminder of the romance surrounding you
on your single self, here’s five classics of the
Western musical tradition sure to get you
in the Valentine’s Day spirit.
Der Rosenkavalier
Richard Strauss’s 1911 opera is one of
the classic greats of the operatic repertoire,
and its comedy love story of a 1740’s love
quadrangle in the Viennese aristocracy is
offers both comedic laughs and poignant
meditations on the fleeting nature of youth
in relation to love. As incidental music
Strauss works quite well too: whether
you’re seeking the whooping passion of the
French horns in the prelude to the first act
or the deep, simmering emotional proclamations of the final love-duets of the third
act, Der Rosenkavalier offers music befitting the whole pantheon of love-related
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emotions. Nor do you have to sit through
the entire 3 hours of the piece to get to such
prized moments either – Strauss himself
later composed an orchestral sampler of
some of the choicest bits, and the English
composer Percy Grainger offers a fascinating piano ramble on themes from the last
duet.

particular work, Daphnis et Chloe has seen
considerable use in popular culture, and in
the most surprising places: the Broadway
belter “On a Clear Day (You Can See Forever)” leans heavily on the “Dawn” theme
from the second act, and Frank Sinatra famously proclaimed Daphnis et Chloe as the
sort of “classy stuff ” he would play while
attempting to get friendly with a special
Romeo and Juliet
companion – a ringing endorsement from
This classic Shakespearean romance another oft-sampled Valentine’s Day croonis set to brilliantly innovative and daring er.
music by Sergei Prokofiev, the great early
20th-century Russian composer. Taking the
Enoch Arden
form of a ballet, Prokofiev’s 1938 Romeo
We come to Richard Strauss again, but
and Juliet sets Shakespeare’s old warhorse this time in the form of his musical settings
to some of the composer’s most famous and over Alfred Lord Tennyson’s (he of “Tis betenduring musical backgrounds. All manner ter to have loved and lost” fame) fittingly
of famous melodies stem from this work as sentimental and unabashedly romantic
well, from the imposing might of the Mon- poem “Enoch Arden”. Strauss set “Enoch
tagues and Capulets reflected in the ‘Dance Arden” to a sparing piano accompaniment
of the Knights’ to the sweet romance of the overlaying the usual recitation of the envarious love themes to the desperate pa- tire poem in its full 58 or so minutes.
thos of Juliet’s discovery of Romeo’s body.
Adaptations of this grand ballet came out
in droves throughout the early-to-mid 20th
century: Prokofiev himself borrowed freely
from Romeo and Juliet to cobble together
a delightful piano transcription along with
three orchestral suites, and scores of movie
and television soundtracks have borrowed
freely from those.
Daphnis et Chloe
Ravel’s enchanting 1912 ballet & choreographic symphony set amidst the outcroppings of ancient Greece presents some of
his most staggeringly beautiful orchestral
moments. Presenting the passionate love
story of the goatherd Daphnis pursuing
his kidnapped shepherdess lover Chloe in
three acts, Ravel draws heavily from classical mythology, and specifically from the
2nd century poet Longus, and the musical
settings (particularly the unabashedly passionate Danse Generale) reflect the bacchanalian predilections of the period. And
although Ravel never spun out any orchestral suites or piano adaptations from this
harvardindependent.com
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Violins and Valentines
continued from pg. 11

By ANDREW LIN
Unfortunately, the poem, though romantic,
does not make for particularly interesting listening material: poor Enoch Arden
is a fisherman who is melodramatically
stranded on an island while his erstwhile
wife eventually forgets him for his childhood friend/rival, and Strauss himself purportedly only composed the piano accompaniment as a way of appeasing his music
publisher with as little effort as possible.
Nevertheless, however, Strauss’s setting
is more interesting, if only for the game of
tracking the various leitmotifs of the main
characters throughout the story. We at
the Indy would recommend Patrick Stewart’s recording with pianist Emmanuel Ax
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– whose voice, after all, could be more ro- the stops for the premiere: on Christmas
mantic?
Day of 1870, Cosima Wagner awoke to the
gorgeous cascade of the opening melody,
Siegfried Idyll
played by an orchestra Wagner had asRichard Wagner’s 1870 symphonic poem, sembled (and was busily conducting) at the
aside from being a work almost wholly foot of the stairs leading to her apartment.
invested in the development of his mag- Fine orchestral recordings abound, but for
nificent Ring cycle, has perhaps the most my money the most interesting (and most
romantic gestation of the works we’ve pre- intimate) is Glenn Gould’s quietly sublime
viewed here. In writing the Siegfried Idyll, 1973 piano transcription – something for
Wagner did not merely aim to please a mu- you and a musically-inclined SO to atsic publisher or produce a blockbuster hit, tempt, perhaps?
for the Siegfried Idyll was intended as Wagner’s celebration of the birth of their first Andrew Lin ’17 (andrewlin@college.harson, Siegfried, to his wife, Cosima Wagner. vard.edu) is eagerly awaiting the post-ValAnd indeed, Herr Richard pulled out all entine’s-Day chocolate sales at CVS.
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